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LIONS : A new set of Fortran 90 codes for the SPIRAL project at GANIL

BERTRAND Patrick
GANIL, SPIRAL group, B.P. 5027 Caen Cedex, France

In this paper a set of new computer programs developed at GANIL is presented. These codes are used to
study different parts of the SPIRAL project, in particular the dynamics in the CIME cyclotron, its injection inflector,
and the new extraction system of the ECR ion sources. Three important modules are described : CHA3D for the
evaluation of 3D electric fields with or without space charge effects, LIONS for the motion of ions and EXTRACT
for the ECRIS extraction. These modules are written in Fortran 90 in a "data parallel scheme". They work either on
UNIX workstations or parallel and vectorial computers.

1. Introduction

In October 1993, the french funding agencies of GANIL laboratory have officially approved the
new SPIRAL project (Système de Production d'Ions Radioactifs et d'Accélération en Ligne). The
realization of this new radioactive ion beam facility is going on and will be achieved in 1998 [1].

In this context, it was decided to develop several new codes concerning beam dynamics in the
new CIME cyclotron and the simulation of the ECRIS extraction.

These new codes must satisfy different constraints : they must be used in association with other
existing software, they must run, for some of them, either on UNIX workstations or parallel and vectorial
computers, and they must be incorporated, in the near future, into the SPIRAL command and control
system.

In the following sections, we will successively justify the choice of Fortran 90 as our reference
language, say some words about "data parallel programming", give an overview of the SPIRAL group of
codes, and explain in detail CHA3D, LIONS and EXTRACT new modules.

2. Language and programming techniques

2.1 Choke of Fortran 90

Traditionally, the languages used at GANIL are Fortran 77, C, C++ and ADA. Two years ago,
several reasons decided us to choose Fortran 90 for the new developments concerning simulation :

first of all, it offers a good continuity and compatibility with Fortran 77. This allows an easy
recoding of some interesting old modules, and facilitates the formatting and the exchange of data with
upstream and downstream existing software.

secondly, performant F90 compilers running on UNIX workstations, massively parallel or
vectorial computers are now available. In practice, we use the NAG F90 compiler on SUN stations, CM
Fortran on CM5 computers from Thinking Machine Corporation, and CF90 on Cray systems. NAG and
Cray compilers are close to the F90 Ansi/iso norm [2], while CMF includes most of its features, and
contains some HPF extensions like data alignment or distribution directives and the FORALL statement,
essential for parallelism.

In order to preserve the efficency and the compatibility of the code between the different
architectures, we deliberately avoid (for the moment) several particular improvements of Fortran 90, for
instance the overloading of operators and pointers. The main F90 enhancements we widely use are the
"array notation and manipulation", the WHERE structure and new normalized intrinsic functions like
SUM, EOSHIFr, SPREAD...

Concerning binary data exchanges between these various computers and also with F77 existing
codes, we take advantage of the IEEE floating point representation, now widely used on most of the
UNIX systems. (In the case of Cray, the ASSIGN command allows an easy conversion).

After about, two years of experience, we think that Fortran 90 produces efficient, compact,
legible, portable and easy to check codes running either on workstations or parallel and vectorial
machines.



2.2 Parallel programming

The choice of Fortran 90 being done, another essential question concerns the parallel
programming model : One can roughly distinguish the "data parallel model" where communications
between processors are done more or less implicitly, when, for example, SUM or EOSFHIFT functions
are invoked, and the "message passing model", where communications are realized explicitly by the
programmer, using message passing libraries (PVM, PARMACS...).

From another point of vue, in the first case one works with a machine composed of a huge
number of virtual synchronized processors, each one doing aoout the same thing on different data, while,
in the second, different works are distributed on different processors and synchronized using explicit send
and receive messages.

Although the message passing technique seems more general and well accepted in some
applications like domain decomposition, we have chosen not to invest immediatly in this way and to
restrict ourselves to the data parallel programming model : we think that message passing libraries are not
yet completely stabilized and.normalized , and that their use is rather complicated and not always
necessary.

3. Overview of the SPIRAL set of codes

Among others, the simulation for the SPIRAL project requires the following facilities
summarized in figure 1 :
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fig. 1. Flow chart of LIONS set of codes



The calculation of 3D magnetic fields for the design of the CIME cyclotron and other magnets is
currently achieved using the well known TOSCA code from Vector Fields. When used for CIME studies,
TOSCA is associated to the F77 ORBISO code from GANIL, ensuring the isochronism and the
optimization of trimcoil currents.

The 3D electric field in the CIME radiofrequency gaps is computed with the new F90 CHA3D
module.

The 2D and 3D dynamics simulation in the CIME cyclotron is performed with the LIONS code,
also used in some other cases like the behaviour of bunchers in the new mass separator project [3].

We also need a 3D code taking into account space charge effects for the optimization of the
ECRIS extraction. The program EXTRACT is in fact a special version of LIONS including the CHA3D
solver.

Finally, we use the GANIL code VISU, based on the DISSPLA package, for 2D animations, and
AVS (Advanced Visual System) for the presentation of 3D complex data.

4. CHA3D module

This module solves the Poisson equation :

- AV = -£- in £2

V = V ; on Tj, i = l,n ;

3V . _ .
—— = 0 on n , i = n :+ l , n
3n

where £2 is a bounded domain of R^ and Y\ surfaces corresponding to pieces of electrodes, or pieces of
planes determining the symmetries of the problem. Except when CHA3D is part of EXTRACT, p is
equal to 0.

The problem is discretized and solved using the 7 points finite difference scheme and the
conjugate gradient algorithm [4], according to the following steps :

4.1 Preparation of the matrix and its second member

At first we choose a rectangular 3D box £2n including £2 and such that the eventual planes of
symmetry correspond to some of the 6 boundaries of that box. £2h may be larger than £2 when it includes
some interior parts of the electrodes. In such a subdomain, the algorithm converges independently
towards the value of the electrode potential without affecting the solution in £2.

In S2n> we choose a very fine mesh of size (mx+2,my+2,mz+2) with a constant step in each
direction, say dx, dy, dz. The choice of the finite difference scheme on a regular mesh for the linear
system Hu=b leads up to several non zero diagonals in the sparse matrix. Using F90 style and keeping the
3D profiles, H diagonals, u and b are stored as follows (for a better comprehension, F90 arrays are in
bold characters) :

real, dimension (0:mx+l,0:my+l,0:mz+l) :: hc,hx,hj',hz,u,b
logical, dimension (0:mx+l,0:my+l,0:mz+l) :: imposed

We initialize the diagonals as if the nodes were all free :

he = 2.*(l./dx/dx + l./dy/dy + l./dz/dz)
hx = -l./dx/dx
hy = -l./dy/dy
hz=-l./dz/dz
imposed = .false.

4.2 Dirichet and Neumann boundary conditions

In practice, each electrode is composed of pieces of planes, cylinders, spheres, torus or more
sophisticated surfaces. Each of them may be mathematically defined by 3 formulae depending upon two
parameters s and t varying between 0 and 1. To illustrate what follows, let us take a simple half cylinder
in the space :



x = xo + rcos(7rt)
y = yo + rsin(jtt)
z = zo + h s

We now have to project the electrodes in the 3D mesh to block the node values, as Dirichlet
conditions. The s and t parameters are discretized using a very fine step so that the projections do not
generate non physical holes :

real, dimension (ns.nt) :: s,t
forall(i=l:ns)s(i,l:ns) = (i-
forall(j=l:nt)t(l:ns,j) = (j-l

We generate each surface with its potential :

real, dimension (ns.nt) :: xs,ys,zs,us
xs = xO + r*cos(pi*t)
ys = yO + r*sin(pi*t)
ES = zO + h*s
us = v

Then we impose the electrode node values in the u array :

real, dimension (ns.nt) :: indx,indy,indz
indx = nint((xs-xmin)/dx)
indy = nint((ys-ymin)/dy)
indz = nint((zs-zmin)/dz)
forall(i= 1 :ns,j=l :nt)

imposed(indx(i,j),indy(i,j),indz(i,j)) = .true,
end forall

All the projections being done, we finally update the diagonals of H using the WHERE statement :

where(imposed)
he =0.
hx =0 .
hy =0 .
hz =0.

end where

One can demonstrate that these last instructions allow the conjugate gradient routine to be
implemented "as is", without side effects.

For the Neumann conditions, we do the same except that the nodes are set free and that the
corresponding diagonal and second member initial terms are divided by 2 (4 on the edges and 8 at the
corners). Doing so, the finite different matrix becomes symmetric definite positive.

4.3 Conjugate gradient resolution

The algorithm itself may be written in a condensed manner using once more the array notation.
Most of the computational labor per iteration is expended in the matrix-vector product Hd, where d is a
descent direction, also stored as a 3-indexed array. This is achieved with the EOSHFFT function :

real, dimension (0:mx+l,0:my+l,0:mz+l) :: d,y,r
y = h«*d + hx*( eoshift(d,dim=l,shift=l)+ eoshift(d,dim=l,shift=-l))&
& +hy*( eoshift(d,dim=2,shift=l)+eoshift(d,dim=2,shift=-l))&
& +hz*( eoshift(d,dim=3,shift=l)+eoshift(d,dim=3,shift=-l))

The inner products are done using the SUM function :

T2 = sum(r*r)

On a distributed memory computer like CMS, these two intrinsic functions generate implicit
communications according to the distribution of arrays in the different processors. The other instructions
of the algorithm are purely parallel provided that the 3D arrays are correctly aligned.



4.4 Example

For the studies of the CIME center, we define a box above the mid plane of symmetry, 30*30*5
cm3 in size. The space step is 1 mm in each direction so that the number of unknowns is about 4.5
millions and the required memory 360 Megabytes in double precision. The electrodes are generated by
means of 80 surfaces.

One difficulty is to ensure that all the electrode formulae are correct. This is controlled including
the routine defining the geometry into a small program generating AVS dala files : with a simple AVS
network, we visualize one by one the different surfaces on the screen with the 3D object oriented AVS
viewer, and verify that they are correctly connected together, and have the required shapes (fig. 2).

About 1000 iterations are necessary for the convergence of the conjugate gradient so that the
calculation takes about 4 minutes on a CM5 with 32 processors, (fig. 3)

fig. 2. CHA3D : verification of the geometry of the front part of a dee using AVS viewer which allows 3D
rendering. The complete cyclotron center is defined by means of 80 surfaces.
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fig. 3. CHA3D : some potential isovalues obtained in the mid plane.



45 Memory space, performances and possible enhancements

The storage of H, u, b and other intermediate arrays is about ION, where N is the number of
nodes. The CPU cost takes about 22N floating point operations per iteration. On a CMS with 32
processors, we obtain a real performance of about 500 Mflops/s.

It is well known that a classical conjugate gradient preconditioning like SSOR or incomplete
factorization is difficult to implement on distributed memory computers, due to communications. We
tried to implement the conjugate gradient as a smoothing operator of the multigrid method. The CPU gain
is noticeable but work has to be done to minimize the communications during the restriction and
interpolation operations.

5. LIONS code

In this section, we present the LIONS version currently used for studying the CIME cyclotron
dynamics. LIONS is a relativistic mono and multiparticle 3D code using (X,Y,Z,Px,Py,Pz) and time in
the absolute coordinate system. It can also operate in 2D in the mid plane, and is reversible in time so that
one can go backward in the cyclotron. It works from the injection up to the extraction, and will include
the inflector and extraction elements in the near future.

CIME uses the harmonics 2,3,4 and 5 with a RF frequency between 9.6 and 14.5 Mhz, covering
a wide energy range from 1.6 up to 25 Mev/amu. The mean magnetic field may vary between .75 and 1.6
Tesla. The ions cover about 250 turns in the cyclotron, the turn seperation being 2.8 mm at extraction.
The beam emittance at injection is about 80 n mm.mrad in the 2 transverse planes and the phase width
about ± 6°.

In this context, we want to predict as precisely as possible the beam acceleration in CIME in all
the situations and in particular the behaviour of the containments generated by the ECR source, (q/m near
the specified ion).

The same version of LIONS runs either on a SUN workstation or on a mutiprocessor Cray
system. In this case, the parallel style of the program makes the vectorisation of arrays automatic while
the autotasking is realized using the XBROWSE Cray tool. There is no communication overhead thanks
to the shared memory.

5.1 Preparation of field maps

To avoid having to work with the complex finite element data structures generated by TOSCA,
we extract from its results 2 arrays giving the 3 components of the magnetic field : one in the mid plane
and the other at a given Az, say 5 mm. From these data, precise continuous approximations of the first
derivatives and of the Laplacian in (x,y) of Bz can be deduced in the mid plane :

3Bz(x,y,0) = 3B,(x,y,0) = B t M « ( x > y ^ J_
dx 3z * ' ' Az

— z * ' y ' = —y *' = B5,osca(x,y,Az) —
ay oz Az

A2B,(x,y,0) = (Bz
osca(x,y,Az) - B ^ x . y . O ) ) (-X)

Az

This is better than using directly simple and double derivatives of the mid plane component
Bztosca^Xy0)i which generates noise and discontinuities. By means of these expressions, the 3
components of B can be interpolated for each ion at its position (x,y,z) :

B x ( w ) = z ^ 0 >

Bz(x,y,z) = Bz(x,y,0) - ^ - A2B2(x,y,0)



Electric field data files are calculated in a similar way using the 3D potential file generated by
CHA3D, and applying the formulae :

F f x v r f - dV(*.y.O) , z2 8A2V(x,y,0)

P ( l V 7 , 8V(x,y,0) z2 9A2V(x,y,0)
Eyi^x,y,z,| + —

dy 2 dy
E2(x,y,z) = z A2V(x,y,0)

The magnetic polar map covers the entire cyclotron every half degree and every centimeter
radially, while electric potential maps cover the gaps with steps of one millimeter.

When we launch a bunch of ions, we must know at each time step in which field maps each ion
is located. This is done in parallel using logical ID array boxes mapped with the ion positions , for
example :

where(box_center)
interpolation of electric fields for ions being in the central region

elsewhere(box_gaps)
interpolation for those in the rest of gaps

else
no accelerating force

endwhere

5.2 Initial conditions and correlation matrix

We adopted a formalism allowing to generate particle bunches according to the chosen
correlation matrix and to inject them at any point in the cyclotron (except inside a gap) taking into
account the "torsion" due to the local magnetic field.

Given the six required classical decorrelated values (Ar,£r,Az,ez,A<|>,Aw/w), a small MATRIX
program deduces at first the decorrelated matrix co having on its diagonal (Ar,Apr,Az£pz,As,Aps), where
as is the curvilign width. We then apply successively in the correct order the chosen correlations
verifying the symplectic conditions by means of the corresponding transfer matrices, which gives the
final correlation matrix :

a =TnTn.i...TiCT0T1 '...Tn.i tTn
t

The n particle perturbations are generated in the (6,n) matrix Po,n, where each component
(Ar,Apr,Az,Apz,As,Aps) is juxtaposed by column. The first one contains zeros (central particle
unchanged) while the others contain values generated by a parallel random process, between -1 and +1.

In order to center Po,n without modifying the first column, we introduce the matrix Po,n-l>
composed of Po,n without its first column, and &n.\, &n vectors and Mn.i, Mn matrices, containing
everywhere the value one, such that :

Mn_, = e ^ e U , Mn = ene^

ln_l and In being identity matrices, the centering operation is written :

En being the (n-l,n) matrix obtained by the juxtaposition of the (n-1) zero vector and In . ] , the centering
of Po,n is deduced :

Pn = Pn-iEn verifying PnEn = 0

The (6,6) matrix obtained as the normalized product PnPnl is in general symmetric definite
positive and admits a unique Choleski decomposition :

C = i p n P i , = RlR



An analog decomposition occurs for the matrix a :

a = S S l

so that the (6,n) correction matrix taking into account the chosen correlations becomes :

P* = S^R')"1?,, with always : P*en = 0

and verifies :

I p V = Is^R'r'PnPiR-'S = SlS = 0n n

It remains to add all these corrections to the reference position and momentum of the n particles.
Let (x,y) the relative coordinate system of the central particle and (X,Y) the absolute one in the cyclotron.
Let Bo the local magnetic field, Po the central particle momentum and ro = -Po/qBo its instantaneous
rotation radius. For any particle whose corrections are given by a column of P , and with A9 = As/ro, we
obtain :

Ax = Ar - 2 (ro + Ar) sin2(A8)

Ay = ( r o + A r ) sin(A9)
Apx = cos(A6)Apr - sin(AO)Aps

Apy = sin(A6)Apr + cos(A9)Aps

which finally gives, noting a the angle between (X,Y) and OMrj :

AX = cos(a)Ax - sin(a)Ay
AY = sin(a)Ax + cos(a)Ay
APX = cos(a)Apx - sin(a)Apy

APj, = sin(a)Apx + cos(a)Apy

These nonlinear transformations are applied at initialization, while the inverse transformations
are used, if desired, during the motion to express the evolution of the correlation matrix. If we want to
work in the mid plane, Z and P z are simply forced to zero.

53 Discretization of the motion

The particle motion is described by means of the relativistic Lorentz equations :

dX = P
dt m(P)

¥ = q

m(P) =

where mo is the ion rest mass and c the speed of light

This system is discretized in time with the leapfrog scheme :



pn+l/2 _ pn-1/2 pn+l/2 i pn-1/2

= m(Po+V2)

n + 1 = X» + At

2mn

pn+1/2

With the notations :

a = aBJ , b = aBj , c =

1 - c b

Qn = c 1 - a Fn = qAtE"

- b a 1

the positions and momenta are updated as follows :

pn+l/2 = pn-1/2 + )

(
At P"+V2

One demonstrates that this algorithm is strictly reversible in time so that in practice one can
establish the best centered reference particle going backward, and reinject a bunch of ions from the
injection point.

LIONS produces text files giving the evolution of the reference particle and of the bunch. It
gives also several binary files allowing the plot of the bunch evolution and the animation of different
correlations like A<|>-Aw/w, Ar-Ar'... (fig. 4).

* '
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fig. 4. LIONS : ion bunch behaviour in the cyclotron center



6. EXTRACT code
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Numerical and experimental studies are done al GANIL to optimize a new movable multi-
electrode extraction system for the ECR ions sources.

EXTRACT solves the corresponding 3D Vlasov equations with the CIC particle method [5] :
particle motion is ensured using the LIONS leapfrog scheme, while collective charge effects coupled
with electrode boundary conditions are calculated with the CHA3D module (fig. 5). Particles reaching
the end of the extraction system are reinjected near the plasma electrode using the WHERE statement,
which does not break the parallelism.

fig. 5 EXTRACT : ECRIS extraction electrode prototype
Verification of the geometry using AVS.

On a CM5 computer, we use about 500000 macroparticles and about 100000 nodes in the 3D
grid which contains the electrode surfaces as explained above. The mesh has a constant step in each
direction which facilitates the localization of the particles and the particle-mesh or mesh-particle
operations.

When using a distributed memory computer for particle methods, the communication overhead
is crucial : it appears with the particle mesh assignment (evaluation of p/eo at the grid nodes) and with the
electric force evaluation (interpolation of electric field applied to each particle with the potential
calculated at the grid nodes). In our case, the calculation of the charge density is done using the specific
SEND_WITH_ADD CM5 routine, which allows to send simultaneously through the processor network
the contributions of the particle charges and to accumulate them in the 3-indexed density array.

Various electrode shapes and multicharged beams are being tested. As a major result, it appears
clearly that an intermediate electrode is essential in our case to enforce a good positionning of the
potential isovalues, avoiding the beam to enlarge at the extraction hole and allowing it to remain quite
parallel. Moreover, this electrode is useful to adapt the beam to the transport line, to increase the
transmission rate and to minimize the transverse emittance.

The first experimental results are promising and confirm the preliminary numerical results.
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7. Conclusion

We are convinced that Fortran 90 is the good choice if we want to write programs running either
on mono or multiprocessor platforms. Several robust compilers and parallel debugger tools appear now
in the market, which makes the parallel approach easier than in the past.

With classical algorithms and a reasonable effort, we can construct precise 3D electric and
magnetic fields and improve performance and precision in the domain of particle accelerators.
Furthermore, the use of academic networks allows to distribute the work and share data on various
platforms, according to the needs.
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